Solos

Airegin - 3

A

D–7   A7   D–7   D7

G–7   D7   G–7

B

Bb7   B–7   E7   A#–7   D#7   G#7

A–7   D7   G7

G–7   C7   F7   E–7(b5)   A7

A

D–7   A7   D–7   D7

G–7   D7   G–7

C

Bb7   B–7   E7   A–7(b5)   D7(b9)

Open Repeat

G–7   C7   F7   E–7(b5)   A7
Last Chorus (every solo)

G–7

C7(b9)

For Head Out:

D.C. al Fine

Interlude

Solo break

Repeat for more solos